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Abstract-In this paper, we consider the uniquenees of the interior wavenumber for the inverse 
obstacle scattering problem with transmission boundary conditions. We show that the interior 
wavenumber is uniquely determined by the far field pattern. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of uniqueness in inverse obstacle scattering theory is of central importance both 
for the theoretical study and the implementation of numerical algorithms. There is a large 
variety of possible inverse problems arising from different given data and boundary conditions 
(see [1,2]), and many results have been obtained (see [l&10]). In thii paper, we use an idea 
of Hettlich’s [6] to show the uniqueness of the interior wavenumber for the inverse transmission 
problem. In Section 2, we derive a relationship between solutions of the transmission problem for 
which the far field patterns coincide. Then, by a proof by contradiction, we establish uniqueness 
by constructing special singular solutions in Section 3. 
2. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
The scattering of plane acoustic waves by a penetrable obstacle D with density pD and speed 
of sound CD differing from the density p and the speed of sound c in the surrounding medium 
W3 \ D leads to a transmission problem for the Hehnholtz equations [lo] (see also [5]): 
Au+k2u=0, inR3\B, 
Av+k;v=O, in D, 
(2.1) 
with the transmission boundary conditions 
u = 21, 
au au on aD, (2.2) -= 
au %2 
where u denotes the outward normal to aD, kg = k”t?/c”, # k2 and X = p/pD. Here, u is 
the superposition of the scattered wave ue and the given incident plane wave zli = eikx.d, i.e., 
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u = us + ui, and the scattered wave us is required to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
uniformly in all directions f = z/~z[. This condition ensures the uniqueness of solution for the 
exterior boundary value problem and leads to an asymptotic expansion of the form 
The function u,(g) is the far field pattern (also called scattering amplitude) of the scattered 
wave. 
From Green’s representation theorem [l, Theorem 2.51 and the asymptotic behaviour of the 
fundamental solution 
1 ei+-YI 
@(Z, y) = -- 
4n 12 - yl ’ 2 # Yf (2.5) 
we have a representation of the far field pattern in the form 
u,(f)=& 
/( 
a -ik&y 
BD ~YY+zjp -gm } -ik*.u ds,. 
Y 
The existence of solutions and well-posedness for the transmission problem can be established by 
boundary integral equation methods [l]. 
Throughout the current paper, we assume the boundary aD of the scatterer to be of class C2. 
In the sequel, in order to indicate the dependence on the incident direction d, we will write 
u = u(.; d), ui = ui(.; d), us = TP(-; d), and u,, = u,(.; d), respectively. 
The inverse problem in which we are interested is: given the far field pattern uoo(+; d) for all 
incident directions d, the shape dD of the scatterer, and the exterior wavenumber k in JR3 \ D, 
determine the interior wavenumber ko. 
An important preliminary result is the one-to-one correspondence between radiating waves and 
their far field patterns. By Rellich’s lemma (11, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume the bounded set D is the open complement of an unbounded domain and 
Jet u E C2(W3 \ n) b e a radiating solution to the HeJmhoJtz equation for which the fax field 
pattern vanishes identically. Then, u = 0 in W3 \ D. 
Next, we define weak solutions of the transmission problem which will be used in our approach. 
By Green’s theorem in the ball RR = {z E W3; 121 < R} with D C QR, the solution of problem 
(2.1),(2.2) satisfies the variational equation 
with 
P(X) =’ 
1, xcW3\D, 
A, XE D, 
and 
K2(x) = 
(2.7) 
(24 
where H’(flR) denotes the Sobolev space of order 1, and analogously Hd(BS2~) for s E R. 
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Let L : H1/2(mR) - H- 1/2(M~) be the Dirichlet to Neumann map, i.e., 
L$=%, 
where $r is the uniqueness solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem 
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(2.9) 
A$r + k2$1 = 0, in R3 \ a~, 
$1 = 1cI, On aflR. 
(2.10) 
By Lo, we denote the corresponding operator with wavenumber k = 0. Both operators can be 
explicitly expressed in terms of spherical harmonics and Bessel functions. We can prove that 
-LO is a strictly coercive sesquilinear form, i.e., 
- (Lo& @) 2 cII$ll;‘/z(aRR)r for all $ E K1’2(d&), (2.11) 
where (,) denotes the dual bracket and c is a positive constant. From Theorem 2.1 of [12], L-Lo 
is a compact operator from W2(aoR) to H-1’2(dRR). 
DEFINITION. A function u E H’(~R) is a weak solution of the transmission problem (2.1),(2.2) 
if u satisfies the following variational equation in RR: 
J,. (/.LVU@) dx - K2uv - (Lu, cp) = J,,, (g - Lui) pds, (2.12) 
for all Q E H’(RR). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let cl, K, k, kD, X be defined as in (2.21, (2.7), and (2.8). Then, for any f E Hi, 
there exists a unique solution u E H1(s2R) which satisfies 
J RR 
(/JVU@ - K2uv) dx - (Lu, Q) = (f, Q)H~(R+ (2.13) 
for all Q E H’(RR). 
Lemma 2.2 can be proved by taking X = 0 in Theorem 2.1 in [6]. 
To establish uniqueness of the inverse problem from the knowledge of the far field patterns 
for all incident directions d, we need to establish the relationship between two solutions of the 
transmission problem for which the far field patterns coincide. 
First, we assume Dr and Dz are two obstacles, k is the exterior wavenumber, kj are the interior 
wavenumbers, and Xj are the jump parameters (J’ = 1,2). By 
observe that if X1 = X2, and hence, pr = pz, then cl = cs, and hence, kl = k2. 
Now assume the conditions of Lemma 2.1. Denote by R, 2 W3 the unbounded connected part 
of W3 \ (Or u Dz), and by Rc = W3 \n, its complement, then we have the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R c W3 be a bounded domain with no E R. For a fixed incident direction d, 
we assume that u,,r(.; d) = u,,2(.; d). Then, 
J 
D, [(l - X,) VulVC2+(k: - k”) u&] dx=12 [(l - X2) VurVdz+(k; - k2) u&] dx, (2.14) 
for every solution 62 E H1(R) of the variational equation 
S[ 
-bsVe2VQ + k$2Q 1 dx = 0, Q E H,(% (2.15) R 
where the coefficients p2, r?; E Lm(R) satisfy fi2 = ~2, K; = KZ in 00. 
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PROOF. L&w = 212(.; d)- ul(.; d). Then, w is a radiation solution of the HeImholtz equation 
in R,, and by Lemma 2.1, w = 0 in S&. Using the definition of weak solutions of the transmission 
problem, we get 
J n [/+VUjVv - KfUjv] dx = 0, 
for ah cp E Hi(R), j = 1,2, and hence, 
J R [-/.42VwV~ + K&P] dx = J, [C/.42 - PI) VUIVY + (K; - K;) Ulcp] dz. 
Now, we choose another domain ni C R such that ns G Ri, and a function ?/J(X) E Cm(W3) such 
that $(x) = 1 when x E Qe and $J(x) = 0 when x E W3 \fii. If fi2 is a solution of (2.15), we have 
J n [(cl2 - ~1) VUlV (+C2> + (K,2 - K;) U1@2] &J 
= J [-/d’wV ($a) + K;w$G2] dx (2.16) n 
= Jr -+~VWV~~ + it7wC2 dx = 0. R 1 
On the other hand, from the variational equation (2.6), we can prove that 
J R [(Aj - 1) X (Dj) VUjVq - (Xjki - k2) X (Dj) Ujjcp] dX = 0, 
for ah cp E H,‘(Q), where x(Q) denote the characteristic functions. We note also that 
cL2-~1=(~2-1)x(~2)-(~1-1)X(~1), (2.17) 
kf - k,2 = (Xlk; - k2) x (Dl) - (X2k,2 - k2) x (D2). (2.18) 
From (2.16)-(2.18), we obtain (2.14). 
In fact, Lemma 2.3 can be generalized as follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R G W3 be a bounded domain with & c R. For all incident directions d, 
assume that u,,l(.;d) = ‘21,,2(5 d). Then, 
J D1 [(l - A,) V6lVC2 + (k: - k2) C&7] dx = J, [(l - A,) VGlVC2 + (kz” - k2) GIG21 ckc, 
where Gj E H1 (Cl), j = 1,2, are solutions of the variational equations 
J[ -c_ijVCjV~ + kiijjv] dx = 0, cp E WW9 n 
where~j,~jELOO(R)sstisfy~j==j,IZj=Kjin520. 
The proof combines the method of Lemma 2.3 and the idea of Theorem 3.2 in [6]. We shah 
omit it. 
3. UNIQUENESS 
ks we are assuming that the boundary aD of class C2, at each point xe E dD, there exists a 
neighbourhood V,, of 2s such that the intersection dD n V,, can be mapped bijectively onto some 
open domain U E W2, and that this mapping is twice continuously differentiable. We describe 
this mapping in the form 
r(z) = (zc’ (Zl,Z2) ,z2 (ZllZ2) ,x3 (w2)), 
where T : U = {z E R2, IzI < 1) - R3 with r(O) = zs. 
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We also consider surfaces dDh parallel to dD given by 
y = 2 + h(x), XE~D, 
where the parameter h denotes the distance of dDh from the generating surface aD. We will 
need the following fact (see [ll] for details). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let dD be of class of C2, then the parallel surface aDh is of class C’ provided the 
parameter h is sticiently small. 
Given D = D1 = D2, and for j = 1,2, we have the transmission problems 
Au, + k2Uj = 0, inlR3\n, 
Auj + k;Uj = 0, in D, 
with 
ujl+ = ujl-, on dD, 
~~+=x~l_, ondD, 
where g]+(_) denotes the limit of g on aD from the exterior (interior). We have the following 
uniqueness result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k, kj, and Xj be the coefficients of the transmission problems for the obstacle 
D = D1 = D2. Assume that there are two interior wavenumbers kl, kz for which the far field 
patterns coincide for all incident directions, i.e., u,,i(*; d) = 2~,,2(*; d) for all d. Then, kl = k2. 
PROOF. We divide the proof into two steps. First, we construct Green’s functions Pr, P2 for the 
transmission problems with interior wavenumbers kl and k2. 
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Figure 1. 
Choose a point xc E dD and a neighbourhood V,, of 20. In order to construct uniformly 
bounded solutions of the transmission problem, we consider a smooth perturbation b of D. 
Denote by T(Z) a parametrization of dD U V,, with 7 : {z E W21(z) < 1) + W3, T(O) = x0. Also, 
let $ E Cm[0, l] be a smooth function with maxtelc,il{Q(t)} = E > 0 and 
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If VZ, and e are sufficiently small, then the domain 
B = T(Z) + t$(lzl)v(~(a)); z E W2, IzI < ;, t E (0,l) 
is well defined. By Lemma 3.1, the boundary of D U B is of class Cl. Write fi = (D u B)O. By 
Lemma 2.2, the transmission problem is uniquely solvable for the domain d. 
Choose a point x in a neighbourhood U,, C b of xc and consider the following problems: 
Awj(c x) + k2wj(.; x) = o, inW3\E, 
Aw,(.;x) +k;z~~(.;x) = o, in d, 
with the boundary conditions 
Wjl+W = Wjl-(*;z) + @j(.;x), on @, 
aw, aV +(-ix) = Aj 21 (';Z)+Aj%(*;Z), on aB, 
where D = Dr = Dz, Wj are required to satisfy the radiating condition (2.4), and @j are 
fundamental solutions of the Hehnholtz equation with wavenumber kj. 
We choose a domain R G R3 with B G R and x E (UZ, n B) \n. Then the functions I’i and r2 
can be defined by 
rj(Yvs) = 
1 
Wj(Y9~19 pEEP\d, 
Wj(Y,S)+cPj(*;S), YE6\Z. 
We can prove that l?j(y, x) is a solution of the variational equation 
Jr R -kv,rj(y, x)Vv + kfrj(y, x)p] dx = 0, cp E &m, 
Y E It3 \B, 
Y E B, 
y E R3 \ B, 
y E B. 
Now, we apply Lemma 2.4 with 6r = Ii and c2 = lY2. 
Note that since D = Di = D2, 
J * [(Xl - x2) v,rg+; 2)v,r2(-; 4 + (k; - kf) rlwr2(~; 41 4/ = 0, 
forallxEU,,\D. 
F’rom the definition of b and the well-posedness of the transmission problem, we deduce that 
wj E H’(R\E) d an wj E H’(d) are uniformly bounded with respect to x E U,,. In fact, 
the functions wj(*; x) are regular solutions of the corresponding Helmholtz equations in U,,. By 
the Sobolev embedding theorem, wj(*; x) is uniformly bounded in C1 (Us,). If U,, is sufficiently 
small, we can prove that 
IJ v,rl(,;xt)v,r2(.;xt)dY 2 colxo - 4-1, DnU,, 
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for zt = 20 + tv(z0) E U,, , t > 0, and a positive constant Co. But the other terms of the integral, 
namelx 
J V,W; st)V,rz(.; 4 dy ami D J D rl(.; Mz(.; 4 dy 
are bounded. 
Thus, if kl # kz, and hence, X1 # X2, we arrive at a contradiction as t + 0. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
REMARK. 
(4 
(b) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
The above result is valid for dimension n 1 2. 
Baaed on the same idea, we can show the uniqueness of the scatterer for the transmission 
problem [1,6,8,10]. 
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